Boron nitride (BN) sheets were exfoliated, and proof of the presence of single and double layers was obtained via electron diffraction and plasmon electron energy loss spectroscopy. A plasmon structure unique to monoand bi-layer BN was established, and was accompanied by WIEN2K DFT calculations. The latter reproduced plasmon energies and general plasmon structure well; however, the detailed shape of the π -plasmon of the calculated pure BN spectra shows discrepancies with the experimental data. The theoretical models were then modified to include impurity atoms. Both oxygen and carbon impurities were considered, as well as different structures, including singular oxygen atoms and oxygen next to carbon atoms. These various configurations were obtained by analyzing atomic-resolution high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) images. Using these modified models, a π -plasmon structure close to the experimentally observed structure could be simulated.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent developments in graphene research have stimulated intense interest in the study of other two-dimensional materials such as boron nitride (BN), MoS 2 , etc. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Unlike other layered materials, hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) is structurally similar to that of graphene but has complementary properties. It is a good insulator with a band gap of ∼5.9 eV. 6 Recent studies show that thin hBN is a prominent insulator for graphene-based electronic devices. 7, 8 It is considered the thinnest possible insulator. Even though single-layer hBN has been isolated 1 and studied, 9, 10 very little is known about its unique properties because of the difficulty in fabricating large single-layer hBN and the lack of characterization techniques able to distinguish single-layer BN from a few layers. 11 Earlier attempts to study single-layer BN were conducted on very small flakes prepared with an electron beam in situ within a transmission electron microscope (TEM) [9] [10] [11] [12] or with reactive ion etching. 13 These techniques only provided nanometer-size BN sheets at the edges of thick BN with limited use for in-depth studies. However, with the progress in growing high-quality bulk hBN and mechanical exfoliation, it is now possible to obtain singlelayer hBN with a large crystal size. 11 The single layer signature obtained from Raman and optical contrast analysis of large exfoliated BN sheets is weak compared with that from a few layers, unlike the case with graphene counterparts. 11 Only step height analysis with atomic force microscopy (AFM) provided evidence for the existence of single-layer BN. In this report, we use electron diffraction and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) to characterize large, free-standing BN sheets. Both techniques can prove the existence of single layers; the latter technique, as in the case of graphene, 14 uses the unambiguous fingerprint of the π -and σ -plasmon to reveal not only the single layer nature, but also the occurrence of impurities, in BN because of their distinct effect on the plasmon structure. Density functional theory calculations have proven very useful in predicting and understanding the experimental plasmon spectra.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
Large single-and few-layer BN membranes were prepared by the method previously reported 15 for the fabrication of free-standing graphene. In brief, BN flakes were obtained by mechanical exfoliation 1 of high-quality hBN 6,16 on a Si/SiO 2 substrate, which allows easy preliminary characterization with optical techniques. 11 Single-and few-layer BN flakes were identified by optical contrast analysis and Raman spectroscopy. 11 To transfer these flakes to a TEM grid, we first spin-coated a thin (200 nm) poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) layer on top. Later the BN-PMMA layers were released from the SiO 2 substrate by etching in a 3% KOH solution. After release, the BN flakes covered with PMMA were floated off in the KOH solution. Following ample rinsing with clean water, the BN-PMMA layer was transferred to a TEM grid (Quantifoil). Finally, we dissolved the PMMA using acetone, thus leaving the BN on a Quantifoil grid. The TEM grid covered with the BN flakes was dried in a critical-point dryer to prevent the membrane from rupturing because of surface tension.
Membranes obtained in this way were extremely stable and robust. Figure 1(a) shows a low-magnification TEM image of one of our single-layer membranes. The mechanical stability of this membrane, which is only supported on one side, demonstrates the high stiffness of single-layer BN, similar to that of graphene.
17 Figure 1 (b) is a high-magnification TEM image of single-layer BN showing clean areas surrounded by hydrocarbon chains, which are also common to graphene membranes. The sizes of these clean areas in BN membranes are, however, larger than the typical sizes of clean regions in graphene membranes. This can be attributed to the less lipophilic nature of BN compared with graphene.
Structural screening and electron diffraction experiments were carried out in a Tecnai F30 TEM. Atomic lattice imaging in high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) mode and EELS measurements were carried out at the SuperSTEM facility (Daresbury, UK) on a Nion UltraSTEM scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) 18 using a cold-field emission electron source and a corrector of third and fifth order aberrations. The STEM is also fitted with a Gatan Enfina EELS spectrometer. The probe size for HAADF imaging was ∼1Å and was similar for EEL spectrum image acquisition. Recording times for individual spectra, in most cases obtained with a 0.1-eV spectrometer dispersion, were on the order of 10 −3 to 10 −1 s, depending on the chosen pixel size; hence, spectrum images (maps of EEL spectra acquired in each pixel of a predefined raster) of certain areas were obtained within times ranging from less than one minute to a few minutes. Damage to the BN layers (hole formation and peeling) mostly occurred in repeat scans of the same area.
III. DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY CALCULATIONS
For plasmon calculations, WIEN2K was used. Throughout the calculations, the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) was used, in the Perdew-Burke-Enzerhof (PBE) 96 form. 19 The optic package within the code was employed. 20 Applications of the procedure are described in detail elsewhere. 21 The optimum conditions (number of k-points and RKmax) for the EELS calculations were found through convergence tests. [21] [22] [23] (A B-N bond length of 1.45Å and a muffin tin radius of 1.36 Bohr for all atoms was used throughout.) To model two-dimensional (2D) structures of single-or double-layer BN, repeat structures of single and of double sheets (the latter with the bulk BN layer separation), respectively, were spaced at distances large enough (e.g., 60Å) to prohibit interaction. To compare our simulations with the experimental spectra of 0.3-eV energy resolution, a Lorentzian broadening of 0.3 eV was imposed. Using the above parameters and setting the charge convergence criterion for the self-consistent cycles to 0.1, spectra of bulk, double-layer, and single-layer pure BN were calculated.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Diffraction patterns
Electron diffraction patterns of single-and double-layer BN are shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), respectively. Changes of intensity and shape of the diffraction spots with tilt angle are also shown. Similar to graphene, 24 the diffraction pattern remains the same with tilting, which is indicative of a single layer; only at very high tilts (here ∼30
• ) do the spots away from the tilt axis become blurred. In contrast, in the double layer, the spot pattern shows the changes in diffraction spot intensities expected from increasing Bragg restriction due to the emergence of lattice planes (note the disappearance of spots in the double layer at 19.8
• tilt). The graphs in Figs 045440-2 double-layer BN as a function of tilt angle. The increase of the FWHM with tilt angle indicates the rippling of the BN membrane in a way similar to graphene. 24 The total intensity of the diffraction spots for single-layer BN remains almost constant, whereas the double layer shows a distinct minimum in the intensity at 20
• in Fig 25 the double layer shows the same profile. This is contrary to double-layer graphene, in which the outer spots are more intense than the inner spots because of the AB stacking of graphite; BN, however, is AA stacked, rendering the diffraction intensities of single and multiple layers at zero tilt similar.
B. Plasmon electron energy loss spectroscopy
DFT calculations of the dielectric function of bulk hBN have been presented by Arenal et al. 26 and of plasmons in single-wall BN nanotubes by Marinopolous et al. 27 The latter authors have also carried out calculations for flat, single-BN sheets, which show good agreement with WIEN2K calculations carried out in this paper. All calculations result in a π -plasmon, which is situated at ∼6 eV and exhibits a slight shoulder at the rise [e.g., red curve; Fig. 3(b) ] and a Lorentzianshaped drop of its high-energy tail. The σ -plasmon has a sawtooth shape, peaking at ∼14.3 eV, and the plasmons are similar in energy and appearance to those in graphene. Figure 3 shows that the agreement between WIEN2K calculations and experimental low-loss spectra is good in terms of the energy loss peak positions, especially for the π -plasmon (at ∼6.3 eV), and the general shape of the energy loss intensity distribution, although as a general trend, the experimental spectra are shifted upward in energy by a few tenths of an electron-volt, and the experimental data show a steeper rise, adding to the fact that the second peak at 7.5 eV is not reproduced in the calculation. In the literature, this second peak or high-energy shoulder in the π -plasmon was attributed to an interband transition, and a rigid shift of the energy positions; 26 this discrepancy was thought to have its origin in the deficiencies of the calculated dielectric constants. Furthermore, the enhancement of the peak at 7.5 eV in double layers suggests the contribution of a bulk-type effect, which the monolayer description does not account for, and it does not explain this feature in single layers. The authors in Ref. 26 show experimentally and theoretically for multiwall nanotubes, for which the ratio between inner and outer radii tends to 1, and also for single-wall nanotubes (SWNTs), that the polarizabilities are proportional to Im(−1/ε ⊥ + ε || ), where ε || and ε ⊥ are, respectively, the components of the dielectric tensor parallel and perpendicular to the BN sheet. Arenal et al. 26 remark further that the similarity between theoretical EELS and calculated curves reproduced the similarities observed between experimental EELS and measured ε 2|| curves in BN nanotubes, which implies that the contribution of the out-off-plane excitation remains quite small. On comparing experimental and calculated spectra in our results for single and bilayer BN, similarly, the out-of plane component appears to add little to the change in shape of the π -plasmon. Fig. 3(a) is taken; the frames in panel c show the areas from which the spectra of the single layer in penetrating and aloof geometry in Fig. 3(a) are extracted. Panels b and c are HAADF images acquired simultaneously with the spectrum images.
Our spectra presented in Fig. 3(a) , from which the zeroloss peak (ZLP) was removed, were obtained on clean, ∼100-nm-diameter patches of single-and double-layer BN. Figures 4(b) and 4(c) shows the exact areas from which the experimental spectra in Fig. 3(a) were obtained. Prolonged e-beam exposure during acquisition of the spectrum images resulted in formation of a hole in this case, so we can compare spectra taken in penetrating and aloof e-beam configuration. Figure 4 (a) shows an area of multilayer BN, which was manipulated with the e-beam to exhibit terraces of various layer numbers.
Given that EELS spectra for very thin films as well as that for single, bi-, and few-layer BN (the latter not shown here) reflect the calculated absorption spectra, although the energy peak of the plasmon increases, the rise stays the same, and hence the position of the optical band gap does not change, it can be concluded that the interlayer coupling does not affect the optical response, which is dominated by in-plane excitations.
Furthermore, experimental single-layer spectra are represented rather well by WIEN2K calculations of the in-plane component of the plasmon [compare Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)]: the calculated spectra of the out-of-plane component [ Fig. 3(c) ] show a pronounced peak at ∼11 eV, which is not dominant in the measured spectra. The σ -to π -plasmon intensity ratio is slightly higher in the calculated than in the measured spectra because of insufficient vacuum layer spacing, so there is still a degree of coupling between sheets. We have settled for a spacing of ∼60Å to reduce calculation time. The peak at ∼7.5 eV decreases significantly when the plasmon is measured aloof (i.e., with the electron beam passing in the direction perpendicular to the BN sheet, but at a distance of several nanometers away from the edge [ Fig. 3(a) , blue dash-dotted curve]). With the beam progressing in aloof geometry near the edge of a double layer (not shown), the 7.5-eV peak is still strongly present a few nanometers away from the edge. This is arguably a further indication for the contribution of a vertical component to the 7.5-eV peak. It should be noted that the bulk BN spectra, similarly, are best represented by the in-plane component; the peak at ∼18 eV in the experimental spectrum is a surface plasmon. This is not reproduced by calculations of the 3D repeat unit cell structure, representing a bulk-only situation.
C. Influence of impurities on BN plasmon energy loss spectra
Whereas the positions of the calculated π -plasmon (∼6 eV) and σ -plasmon peak (∼14 eV) for single-and doublelayer BN, and also for bulk BN (π -plasmon at ∼9 eV and σ -plasmon at ∼27 eV) are quite close to those in the experimental spectra, the latter show a much steeper rise of the π -plasmon than the single-and double-layer calculations. Conversely, the simulations of single-layer BN do not reproduce the high-energy shoulder at 7.5 eV, as observed in the experiment. Following work by Krivanek et al., 29 who investigated the possibility of detecting and identifying impurity atoms in BN via atomic resolution HAADF imaging, owing to the fact that the contrast has a ∼Z r dependency (1.5 < r < 1.8), and who have identified O and C impurities, we now consider the latter impurities in single-layer BN to tackle the discrepancy between simulated and experimental BN EEL spectra. We have carried out HAADF image evaluations similar to those of the above authors, and, using the relative atomic contrast as a guide, we attempted to identify O and C atoms in BN and their relative concentrations. We then used the derived relative impurity concentrations as input into the WIEN2K calculations. A systematic investigation using WIEN2K simulations will be detailed in Pan et al.; 21 below, we will summarize the findings that give the closest similarity with experimental data.
Intensity traces were taken parallel to the three crystallographic 1120 directions along the B-N bonds after HAADF images had been deconvolved to remove the contribution of the "tail" of the electron probe to the neighboring atoms, using the routines described in detail in Ref. 29 . After background subtraction, the variation in contrast of each atomic species (N or B) was ∼±20% of the value of the respective atom. Several dozens of atomic resolution HAADF images of 5 × 5 nm 2 area were evaluated. low-contrast values, giving the associated boron atom number a higher proportion than the nitrogen atom number. This is partially the case because a fraction of the nitrogen atoms has been substituted by carbon and oxygen atoms; however, the reason for the significant broadening of the boron profile is the uncertainty associated with the low-contrast values [shaded area in Fig. 6(c) ]. The peak areas suggest ∼10% and ∼6% of substitutional C and O, respectively (We note that core loss spectra were also obtained, revealing a significant carbon K-edge in areas free of deposits, although signals were noisy; the signal-to-noise ratio at the higher energy losses around the oxygen K-edge was, however, too small for identification of an edge signal). Krivanek et al. 29 ascribe the high substitutional C and O impurity content to refilling of holes created by the e-beam in BN with atoms from the abundant hydrocarbon contamination.
Typically, 4% of the atoms showed brighter contrast, falling significantly above the +20% error margin of the N atom contrast (and also outside the tail of the N peak), lending more certainty to the assumption that they are O atoms; a 25% contrast difference is expected for N and O. About 4% of C-C bonds were recorded, with the contrast in this case falling below a −20% error margin of that of the N atoms and >20% above that of the B atoms (the expected contrast difference between N and C and between C and B atoms is ∼25%). C-C chains were furthermore identified by the similarity in the atomic contrast. Singular O atoms were recorded as well as C-O constellations. C atoms were mostly arranged in pairs, short chains, or three, four, and five atoms within six-ring structures. Figure 5(a) shows the models used to calculate EEL spectra of BN containing O only. To save computing time, the spectra here were simulated with a smaller vacuum distance, ranging from 15 to 35Å and a lower number of k-points, around 50 to 1000. simulations for ∼3% oxygen fit the experimental spectra quite well, indicating presence of oxygen around this percentage mark, as deduced from HAADF image evaluations. The in-plane plasmon component calculation fits the experimental spectra best. Significantly, in the experimental spectra, we do not observe absorption at the rise of the π -plasmon (i.e., in the optical bandgap). Similarly, our calculated spectra show an absence of features at the rise of the π -plasmon. In their calculations Marinolpoulos et al. 27 find that for hBN sheets, there are no absorption features below 5 eV for the parallel, and below 10 eV for the perpendicular, component. This is unlike BN tubes, in which absorption peaks occur before the optical gap (at ∼4.5 and 5.5 eV) because of van Hove singularities or interband transitions. 30 A peak occurs at ∼1.5 eV in our calculations. However, with our energy resolution, we cannot discern such a peak in experimental spectra because of the tail of the zero-loss peak. Low-lying interband transitions (below 2 eV) would require EELS measurements with higher energy resolution. It should also be noted that although the σ -plasmon peak in our calculations is higher than the π -plasmon peak, in contrast to the experimental data, Fig. 5 shows that the σ -plasmon peak drops dramatically in intensity as the size of the vacuum layers increases. We therefore can speculate that the inconsistency in the relative plasmon peak heights results from an insufficient layer separation distance.
We have also carried out calculations for C atoms as impurities, incorporated as single atoms, as C-C "molecules" or as part of six-membered ring-type structures (details are presented in Ref. 21) . These all introduce an absorption peak at the low energy side of the π -plasmon, in addition to increasing its intensity and energy. Peaks of this magnitude were not observed experimentally, whereas the observed high-energy shoulder was not produced in these calculations. In Fig. 6 , we present a model structure incorporating both O and C atoms in single-layer BN. After contrast evaluation (as explained above) of, in this case, the 1.7 × 1.3-nm 2 size HAADF image in Fig. 6(a) (top) , a model structure incorporating a partial carbon ring and a C-O bond [ Fig. 6(a) , bottom panel] was established, and WIEN2K calculations were carried out. The black-line spectrum in Fig. 6(b) corresponds to the experimentally derived structure. The calculation produces a high-energy asymmetry of the π -plasmon. It also introduces a low-energy shoulder at ∼4 eV, as seen (arrowed) in the overlaid experimental, vertically displaced spectra (gray) in Fig. 6(b) . It should be noted that this preplasmon structure was only observed in a fraction of the regions investigated by EELS, and the spectra in Fig. 6(b) were not obtained from the precise area shown in Fig. 6(a) . The plasmon excitation, even if created with anÅ-size probe, originates from regions tens of nanometers in size, so from much larger regions than used in the supercell for the WIEN calculations in Fig. 6(b) , and it is most likely that C rings, as well as C-O bonded and separate O atoms, are all present together. Hence, the model structure is not expected to replicate the experimental spectrum in detail. However, in line with further investigations (not shown here), Fig. 6 indicates that, as in the aforementioned case of C-only impurities, a preplasmon structure occurs in O-containing BN as soon as C-C bonds are added, and this structure becomes more pronounced as the C-C chain grows. When, however, oxygen is added in a configuration to form C-O bonds, the 045440-5 preplasmon peaks diminish and the postplasmon shoulder grows. Hence, it becomes clear that the plasmon shoulder at 7.5 eV is strongly influenced by O impurities. This study is to show that the experimental spectra are best reproduced by including arrangements of both, O and C impurities.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated the successful isolation of micrometer-sized, free-standing, single-layer BN sheets with large (of the order of 100 nm) clean areas, significantly larger than in graphene. Proof of single layers being present was obtained by electron diffraction, which also showed the distinct fingerprint of AA stacking in double layers. Single-and double-layer characteristics were also revealed via electron energy loss spectroscopy through the unique plasmon structure. EEL spectroscopy was accompanied by WIEN2K DFT calculations. Although the latter reproduced plasmon energies and general plasmon structure rather well, discrepancies in the detailed shape of the π -plasmon between experimental and calculated data were observed. This could only be resolved after introducing impurities into the BN sheets. Information regarding the nature and number of impurities in exfoliated BN was obtained by analyzing the atomic contrast in atomic-resolution HAADF images. This yielded percentages and positions of O and C atoms over nanoscale areas. These structures were then used to perform further WIEN2K calculations, which suggested that O impurities in BN single layers, as well as molecules including C-O and C-C bonds, introduced the experimentally observed 7.5-eV high-energy shoulder in the π -plasmon, together with preplasmon structure.
